Introduction
The electrical properties (conductivity and permittivity) of a biological tissue change with ion concentrations in extra-and intra-cellular fluids, cellular structure and density, molecular composition, membrane characteristics and other factors (Grimnes and Martinsen 2000) . Consequently, they reflect structural, functional and pathological conditions of the tissue and can provide valuable diagnostic information. In this paper, we focus on conductivity since it is an important physical index that can indicate conditions of tissues or organs at relatively low excitation frequencies. Since the early 1980s, there have been significant efforts to produce cross-sectional images of a conductivity distribution inside the human body using boundary measurements of current-voltage data and this technique is being called Electrical Impedance In EIT, we inject current into the human body and measure the induced boundary voltage data. Boundary measurements of current-voltage data also known as the Neumann-to-Dirichlet data are utilized to produce cross-sectional conductivity images of the subject. Theoretical aspects of EIT are described by Kohn and Vogelius (1984) , Uhlmann (1986 and 1987) , Nachman (1988) , Isakov (1988) , Friedman and Isakov (1989) , Alessandrini et al (1995) , Nachman (1996) and Uhlmann (1999) . When the number of surface electrodes is E, it is well known that there are E × (E − 1)/2 independent voltage measurements. Since this limits the amount of information available for conductivity image reconstructions, theoretical results in EIT suggest using a large number of electrodes to improve spatial resolution. However, in practice, only a limited number of electrodes can be attached and the amount of boundary information available is restricted. Using a large number of electrodes results in a more complicated instrument. This, and the cumbersome practical problem of attaching many electrodes make this approach prone to bigger measurement errors.
When we inject current into a subject, the internal current density distribution is affected nonlinearly by the overall conductivity distribution of the subject. Any change in the conductivity of an internal region alters the current pathway and its effect is reflected in a corresponding change of the boundary voltage. However, these boundary measurements are very insensitive to a local change away from measuring points. For this reason, EIT suffers greatly from the ill-posedness of the corresponding inverse problem. This makes it difficult to reconstruct accurate conductivity images with a high spatial resolution in clinical environments where modeling and measurement errors are unavoidable. With these technical restrictions, it is desirable for EIT to find clinical applications where its portability and high temporal resolution to monitor changes in electrical properties are significant merits even with its poor spatial resolution. There are numerous studies of applying EIT for monitoring physiological events based on the changes of conductivity and permittivity (Holder 2005) .
On the other hand, there have been strong needs for a new imaging technique capable of providing conductivity images with sufficiently high spatial resolution and accuracy. In the following section, we will discuss why we are interested in high-resolution conductivity and current density imaging beyond the practically achievable performance of EIT techniques. In order to fulfil these needs, Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography (MREIT) has been proposed recently.
When we inject current into a subject, it produces distributions of voltage, current density and also magnetic flux density inside the subject. The basic idea of MREIT is to utilize the information on magnetic as well as electric field induced by the injection current. While EIT is limited by the boundary measurements of current-voltage data, MREIT utilizes the internal magnetic flux density data obtained using a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner.
Since the late 1990s, imaging techniques in MREIT have been advanced rapidly and now are at the stage of animal experiments. In this paper, we review these techniques and propose future directions of MREIT research for clinical applications. Before we describe technical details of MREIT, we will briefly review EIT in order to provide the rationale of pursuing MREIT research that requires an expensive MRI scanner. Then, MREIT techniques will be reviewed starting with its mathematical formulation. The formulation will be described with the technical limitations in measuring the induced magnetic flux density using an MRI scanner. Recent progress in MREIT providing conductivity and current density images with a high spatial resolution and accuracy will be presented including image reconstruction algorithms and experimental techniques.
Motivation

A view on bio-electricity and bio-magnetism
Our human body is an electrically conducting domain with an anisotropic conductivity distribution determined by the electrical property of numerous biological tissues and organs. This kind of domain is often called a volume conductor. Inside the volume conductor, we have electrical signal sources that can be modelled as current dipoles. The origin of these signals are excitable cells such as nerves and muscles. Since there are numerous nerves and muscles inside the human body, we can consider a distribution of current dipoles. The current dipole distribution changes as physiological status of organs or parts of organs including excitable cells.
We denote the domain of the volume conductor as Ω ∈ R 3 with its boundary ∂Ω. The time-varying current dipole distribution is expressed as f (r; t) where r is a position vector and t is time. Assuming that the time-varying anisotropic conductivity distribution is σ(r; t) = 
where n is the outward unit normal vector on ∂Ω. The Neumann data is zero on ∂Ω since the air is regarded as an insulator. Setting a reference voltage u(r 0 ; t) = 0 for r 0 ∈ ∂Ω, we obtain a unique solution u of (1). The current density J in Ω is given by
The current density distribution generates a magnetic field and the magnetic flux density B in R 3 is determined by the Biot-Savart law as
where µ 0 is the magnetic permeability of the free space. From the Ampere law, the current density J is also given by Figure 1 shows an extremely simplified model of a volume conductor at a certain instant. We can see that the location of the current dipole and also the conductivity distribution significantly alter the distributions of the current density and voltage.
As f and σ in (1) change with time, the equipotential lines vary. If we attach a pair of electrodes on the boundary ∂Ω as shown in figure 2(a) , we can record a bio-potential signal providing a partial information on f and σ. Figure 2 (b) shows a situation of measuring the generated magnetic flux density signal outside the human head using a very sensitive magnetic sensor called SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device). This bio-magnetic signal also provides an incomplete information on f and σ. The primary reason for measuring these kinds of bio-electric and bio-magnetic signals is to extract useful diagnostic information about the status of tissues or organs. Since these biosignals are non-invasively measurable at the surface or vicinity of the human body, they have been extensively used in medicine. However, if there comes a new non-invasive technology providing more direct information on the signal source f and the conductivity distribution σ, there will be numerous biomedical applications.
Electromagnetic source imaging
Neural activity mapping has been actively studied in Electromagnetic Source Imaging (ESI). Excitable tissues such as nerve and muscle produce endogenous current flows along with the generation of action potentials. The current flows produce electromagnetic fields and these can be measured on the surface or outside the human body by using, for example, ECG/MCG for the heart and EEG/MEG for the brain. These signals are often used to map the distribution of the endogenous current sources through an inversion process in ESI (Phillips et al 1997; Mosher et al 1999) . Neural activities are the sources for these electric and magnetic signals and they are modelled as current dipoles. Since a solution of the inverse problem is affected by the conductivity distribution, conductivity images will improve the accuracy to find a map of a distribution of the current dipoles It has been also known that conductivity changes are associated with neural activity because of ion migration ( . Therefore, visualizing the associated conductivity changes could be a new way of mapping neural activity. In order for a conductivity image itself to be a way of expressing a map of neural activity, the image should be provided with a high spatial resolution and accuracy.
Design and evaluation of treatment methods using electromagnetic stimulations
There are numerous techniques of applying electric or magnetic energy into the human body for therapeutic purposes. Examples include cardiac defibrillation, functional electrical stimulation, magnetic stimulation, radio-frequency ablation and others. In these cases, knowledge of tissue conductivity is necessary to determine deposition of electromagnetic energy. In general, we need to focus current density around a local region of interest to maximize the effects of the treatment.
With a known conductivity distribution, one can easily determine the internal current density distribution subject to an external excitation. This will enable us to optimize the treatment methods including electrode and coil design and configuration.
Conductivity-based diagnosis
It is well known that tumor tissues have higher conductivity values than normal tissues. Jossinet and Schmitt (1999) and Silva et al (2000) classified three normal and three pathological tissues in the breast based on conductivity and permittivity measurements. Their results suggest that multi-frequency measurements of electrical conductivity and permittivity are promising for the diagnosis of cancerous lesions inside the human breast. Haemmerich et al (2003) measured in vivo hepatic tumor and normal tissue conductivity from rats at different tumor stages. They found that the tumor tissue has a conductivity significantly higher than that of normal tissue especially at the frequency below 1 KHz. They suggested that necrosis within the tumor and the associated membrane breakdown is likely responsible for the observed change in conductivity.
Similar experimental findings suggest that conductivity imaging techniques could be potentially useful for early diagnosis of tumors. However, in order to visualize any tumor at its early stage, the reconstructed conductivity image must be accurate and its spatial resolution should be at least comparable to that of MRI or others. . Injected current in an electrically conducting subject produces a magnetic field as well as an electric field. Noting that the magnetic field inside the subject can be measured by a non-contact method using an MRI scanner, we may transform the ill-posed problem in EIT into a well-posed one utilizing this additional information.
Basic idea of MREIT
Since late 1980s, measurements of the internal magnetic flux density due to an injection current have been studied in Magnetic Resonance Current Density Imaging (MRCDI) to visualize the internal current density distribution (Joy et al 1989; Scott et al 1991; Scott et al 1992) . This requires an MRI scanner as a tool to capture internal magnetic flux density images. Once we obtain the magnetic flux density B = (B x , B y , B z ) due to an injection current I, we can produce an image of the corresponding internal current density distribution J from the Ampere law J = ∇ × B/µ 0 .
The basic concept of MREIT was proposed by combining EIT and MRCDI techniques. In MREIT, we measure the induced magnetic flux density B inside a subject due to an injection current I using an MRI scanner. Then, we may compute the internal current density J as is done in MRCDI. From B and/or J, we can perceive the internal current pathways and produce better conductivity images.
However, if we try to utilize J = ∇ × B/µ 0 by measuring all three components of B, there occurs a technical problem. Since the MRI scanner measures only one component of B that is parallel to the direction of the main magnetic field of the scanner, measuring all three components of B = (B x , B y , B z ) requires subject rotations. These subject rotations are impractical and also cause other problems such as misalignments of pixels and movements of internal organs. Therefore, it is highly desirable to reconstruct conductivity images from only B z instead of B where z is the direction of the main magnetic field. For this reason, most recent MREIT techniques focus on analyzing the information embedded in the measured B z data to extract any constructive relations between B z and the conductivity distribution to be imaged. Figure 3 . Electrically conducting subject Ω with a conductivity σ and voltage u. Surface electrodes E j , j = 1, · · · , E are attached on the boundary ∂Ω. Here, we assume that current is injected between the diagonal pair of electrodes E i and E j .
Mathematical formulation of MREIT
Forward problem: magnetic flux density due to an injection current for a given conductivity
As shown in figure 3 , we assume an electrically conducting domain Ω with its boundary ∂Ω and an anisotropic conductivity distribution
where σ is a positive-definite symmetric matrix. We choose a pair of electrodes attached on ∂Ω, for example, E i and E j to inject current I. Lead wires carrying the injection current I are denoted as L i and L j . Then, the voltage u in Ω satisfies the following Neumann boundary value problem:
where g is the Neumann boundary data due to the injection current. Knowing the voltage distribution u, the current density J is given by
We now consider the magnetic field produced by the injection current. The induced magnetic flux density B in Ω can be decomposed into three parts as
where B Ω , B E and B L are magnetic flux densities due to J in Ω,
and
where a(r ) is the unit vector in the direction of the current flow at r ∈ L. From the Ampere law, the current density J is also given by
We must have 1 µ 0 ∇ × B(r) = −σ(r)∇u(r) and ∇ · J(r) = 0 in Ω.
Numerical techniques to solve (5)-(11) are described by Lee et al (2003a) .
Inverse problem: conductivity from Neumann-to-B z (NtB z ) map
The problem of interest is to reconstruct an image of σ in Ω from a measured magnetic flux density and boundary voltage. For the uniqueness of a reconstructed isotropic conductivity image, it has been shown that we need to inject at least two currents using more than three electrodes and measure the corresponding magnetic flux densities (Kim et al 2003; Ider et al 2003) . In addition, at least one boundary voltage measurement is needed to recover the absolute values of the isotropic conductivity distribution. In this section, we assume that we measure only B z without rotating the subject. The description of the inverse problem in MREIT is based on the following setup. We place a subject Ω inside an MRI scanner and attach surface electrodes. When the number of electrodes is E, we can sequentially select one of N ≤ E × (E − 1)/2 different pairs of electrodes to inject currents into the subject. Let the injection current between the j-th pair of electrodes be I j for j = 1, · · · , N with N ≥ 2. The current I j produces a current density J j = (J 
where g j is the normal component of the current density on ∂Ω for the injection current I j . If σ, I j and electrode configuration are given, we can solve (13) for u j using a numerical method such as FEM ( 
We call this map Λ σ by the Neumann-to-B z map (NtB z -map). According to the Biot-Savart law with a given g j , Λ σ [g j ] is expressed as
where u j is the solution of (13) . The inverse problem in MREIT is to reconstruct σ from several
In order for MREIT to be more practical, N should not be a large number. ). However, since these methods require the impractical subject rotations, we describe algorithms utilizing only B z data.
MREIT image reconstruction techniques
Harmonic B z algorithm
Assuming the conductivity distribution is isotropic, the harmonic B z algorithm was developed as the first method to produce three-dimensional conductivity images from multi-slice measurements of B z subject to at least two injection currents ( 
Note that the magnetic flux density due to the injection current I j along external lead wires becomes irrelevant by using ∇ 2 B , and b =
For the case where two injection currents are used (N = 2), we can obtain s provided that two voltages u 1 and u 2 corresponding to two injection currents I 1 and I 2 satisfy
We can argue that (17) holds for almost all positions within the subject since two current densities J 1 and J 2 due to appropriately chosen I 1 and I 2 will not have the same direction ( inside the subject. We now tentatively assume that the imaging slice S is lying in the plane {z = 0} and the conductivity value at a fixed position r 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , 0) on its boundary ∂S is 1. For a moment, we denote r = (x, y), r = (x , y ) and σ(x, y, 0) = σ(r). In order to compute σ from ∇σ = ( (19) where Ψ(r − r ) = 1 2π log |r − r | andσ denotes the conductivity restricted at the boundary ∂S. Moreover,σ satisfies
It is well known that the solvability of the integral equation (20) forσ is guaranteed for a given right side of (20) (Folland 1976 ). Since ∇σ is known in S, so does the right side of (20) . This enables us to obtainσ by solving the integral equation (20) . Now, we can compute the conductivity σ in S by substituting the boundary conductivityσ into (19) . The process of solving (18) for each pixel and (20) for each imaging slice can be repeated for all imaging slices of interest within the subject as long as the measured data B z are available for the slices.
As expressed in (13), voltages u j depend on the unknown true isotropic conductivity σ and, therefore, we do not know the matrix U corresponding to σ. This requires us to use the iterative algorithm described below. 
3. Compute σ n+1 using (18), (19) and (20) . Scale σ n+1 using the measured boundary voltages u j | ∂S and the corresponding computed ones u n j | ∂S . 4. If σ n+1 − σ n 2 < , go to Step 5. Here, is a given tolerance. Otherwise, set n ← (n + 1) and go to Step 2. 5. If needed, compute current density images as J j ← −σ n+1 ∇u M j where u M j is a solution of the boundary value problem in (13) with σ n+1 replacing σ.
Gradient B z decomposition algorithm
After the introduction of the harmonic B z algorithm, there has been an effort to improve its performance especially in terms of the way we numerically differentiate the measured noisy B z data. Based on a novel analysis utilizing the Helmhortz decomposition, Park et al (2004a) suggested the gradient B z decomposition algorithm. Here, we also assume that the conductivity is isotropic.
In order to explain the algorithm, let us assume Ω = D × [−δ, δ] = {r = (x, y, z)|(x, y) ∈ D, −δ < z < δ} is an electrically conducting subject where D is a two-dimensional smooth simply connected domain. Let u be the solution of the Neumann boundary value problem (5) or (13) with the Neumann data g. We parameterize ∂D as ∂D:= {(x(t), y(t)) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} and defineg(x(t), y(t), z) :
The gradient B z decomposition algorithm is based on the following key identity: 
Here, φ and ψ are solutions of the following equations:
, Ω tb is the top and bottom surfaces of Ω, and τ := (−n y , n x , 0) is the tangent vector on the lateral boundary ∂D × (−δ, δ).
Since the term u in (22) is a highly nonlinear function of σ, the identity (22) can be viewed as an implicit reconstruction formula for σ. It should be noticed that we can not identify σ with a single g using (22) . Hence, we may use an iterative reconstruction scheme with multiple Neumann data g j , j = 1, · · · , N to find σ. Let u m j be the solution of (13) with σ = σ m and g j . Then, the reconstructed σ is the limit of a sequence σ m that is obtained by the following formula:
Anisotropic conductivity image reconstruction algorithm
In the previous two sections, we assumed an isotropic conductivity distribution to simplify the underlying mathematical theory of the image reconstruction problem. However, most biological tissues are known to have anisotropic conductivity values. The ratio of the anisotropy depends on the type of tissue and the human skeletal muscle, for example, shows an anisotropy of up to one to ten between the longitudinal and transversal direction. Hence, clinical applications of MREIT require us to develop an anisotropic conductivity image reconstruction method. Lately, a new algorithm that can handle anisotropic conductivity distributions has been suggested by Seo et al (2004) . This algorithm requires at least seven different currents, while the previous two algorithms for isotropic cases require at least two different currents.
The reconstruction algorithm begins with
where
We do not know the true σ and therefore the matrix U is unknown. This requires us to use an iterative procedure to compute s in (23) . For now, let us assume that we have computed all seven terms of s. From s, we can immediately determine σ 12 (r) = s 4 (r), σ 13 (r) = s 7 (r) and σ 23 (r) = s 6 (r). 
Using the above relation, we can derive the following expression of σ 11 : (25) where Ω z = {(x, y) : (x, y, z) ∈ Ω}, Ψ(x, y) = 1 2π log x 2 + y 2 andσ 11 is σ 11 restricted at the boundary ∂Ω z . We can computeσ 11 on ∂Ω z by solving the corresponding singular integral and therefore we obtain the representation of the internal σ 11 . Similarly, we can have the representation for the component σ 22 . The last component σ 33 whose information is missing in (23) can be obtained by using he physical law ∇ · J = 0.
Measurement techniques in MREIT
Let z be the coordinate that is parallel to the direction of the main magnetic field B 0 of an MRI scanner. Using a constant current source and a pair of surface electrodes, we sequentially inject two current pulses of I ± and I ∓ synchronized with a standard spin echo or gradient echo pulse sequence. The application of the injection current during MR imaging induces a magnetic flux density B = (B x , B y , B z ). Since the magnetic flux density B produces inhomogeneity of the main magnetic field changing B 0 to (B 0 + B), it causes phase changes that are proportional to the z-component of B, that is B z . Then, the corresponding MRI signals are
Here, M is the transverse magnetization, δ is any systematic phase error, γ = 26.75 × 10 7 rad/Tesla · s is the gyromagnetic ratio of the hydrogen, T c is the duration of current pulses. Two-dimensional discrete Fourier transformations of S I ± (m, n) and S I ∓ (m, n) result in complex images of M ± c (x, y) and M ∓ c (x, y). Dividing them, we get
where Arg(ω) is the principal value of the argument of the complex number ω. SinceΦ z is wrapped in −π <Φ z ≤ π, we must unwrapΦ z to obtain Φ z (Ghiglia and Pritt 1998) . Finally, we get 
Progress in MREIT images
Since MREIT is still at its early stage of development, most of the published MREIT conductivity images are from numerical simulations and phantom experiments. In this section, we describe experimental results obtained by using an MREIT system based on a 3 Tesla MRI scanner. In order to verify the spatial resolution and accuracy of the reconstructed conductivity image, Oh et al (2004) constructed a resolution phantom of which design is shown in figure 5(a) . Inside the phantom, six cotton threads with diameters of 2, 3 and 4 mm are vertically placed. With the background solution of 0.63 S/m, threads had a different conductivity value than the solution. They also put two wedge-shaped sponges facing each other. Since the sponges had different densities, the conductivity of each sponge was also different from the solution. Figure 5(b) is an MR magnitude image of the phantom at the middle imaging slice. Figure 5 
Future directions and conclusions
Struggling to overcome the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem in EIT, numerous techniques have been suggested. Even though current EIT images have a relatively poor spatial resolution, the high temporal resolution and portability could be a big advantage in numerous biomedical application areas. Three-dimensional dynamic EIT imaging with a wireless miniaturized EIT system is believed to make the next breakthrough in EIT technology. Obtaining and utilizing the accurate data for the shape and size of a subject with electrode positions, static EIT imaging could be improved. However, since the ill-posedness in EIT still remains anyway, we should not expect EIT to compete with other medical imaging modalities such as MRI and X-ray CT in terms of spatial resolution. The significance of EIT should be emphasized based on the fact that it provides the information on electrical properties of biological tissues. Since this kind of information is not available from any other imaging modality, EIT should keep finding unique application areas especially in dynamic functional imaging. Based on the frequency dependent characteristics of tissue conductivity and permittivity, multi-frequency three-dimensional EIT imaging is also quite promising.
Further improvements in the conductivity image quality are needed for many other clinical applications not covered by EIT. MREIT has been suggested for this goal and recently there have been great advances in developing MREIT techniques including theory, algorithms and experimental methods. Experimental studies in MREIT showed that much improved contrast resolution can be achievable. However, these successful outcomes in the engineering point of view have not been supported yet by rigorous mathematical theories such as uniqueness, stability and convergence of the numerical algorithms. Theoretical as well as experimental studies in MREIT are required for the progress of the technique until it becomes clinically useful.
Clinical applications of MREIT have not been tried yet since it is still in its early stage of development. Once we could reconstruct cross-sectional conductivity and current density images with improved spatial resolution and accuracy, MREIT will find numerous clinical applications as described in the section on the motivation of the research. These include most clinical application areas of EIT where static or absolute values of conductivity and current density are needed. However, the temporal resolution of MREIT is expected to be much worse than that of EIT and MREIT lacks the portability. Therefore, MREIT will never replace EIT in application areas where monitoring of fast physiological events is requested. For this kind of applications, MREIT may provide static conductivity images to be utilized as a priori information in subsequent dynamic EIT image reconstructions With many possible clinical and biological applications in mind, future research direction in MREIT should follow the way to reduce the amount of the injection current. Anisotropic conductivity imaging is believed to be pursuable in MREIT. MREIT should always include the current density imaging to provide more information from the same measured data. The performance of the MRI system itself has been greatly enhanced to make 3 Tesla systems available to clinical settings. The progress in MREIT techniques will follow this trend.
